Designed and built by SAM professionals for SAM professionals

Until recently, Software Asset
Management (SAM) has been
put on the backburner within
organizations. Nowadays C-level
management understand
their accountability and have
become more and more aware
of the risks associated with
being non-compliant. However,
getting different departments
to understand the benefits in
SAM can be difficult. In addtion,
providing customized reports
that are relevant to each of the
key stakeholders and business
units across an organization can
be time consuming, drawing
limited success due to the
reported information quickly
becoming out of date.
From speaking with our customers
we saw an opportunity to help
organizations realize the benefit
of delivering a mature SAM
program by representing the
data in a way that is meaningful
across a multitude of business
departments. Empowering all
associated major stakeholders
with relevant information can

benefit the organization by
improving cross departmental
collaboration resulting in improved
asset governance and enhanced
control throughout the software
asset lifecycle. This can result in
proactive compliance management
and improved return on software
investments.
License Dashboard Portal is a
flexible reporting and analysis
solution, utilizing Qlik Sense
technologies, enabling cross
platform data visualization
and discovery. LDP provides
simple navigation, starting
from customized tiles through
to flexible dashboards and
down to the detailed report
information. Dashboards include
inventory coverage, contracts and
entitlement, software surplus,
compliance and risk, all displaying
the information needed to make
informed decisions.
You have the option to personalize
your ‘My Dashboard’ workspace,
pinning and customizing tiles linked
to your filtered dashboards, giving
you exactly the information you
need at the touch of a few buttons.
Once you have pinned custom tiles

to your ‘My Dashboard’, you will see
a single metric providing a high
level overview of the summarized
information. Clicking on the tiles
takes you to the Qlik Sense powered
dashboard enabling you to explore
the data visually. From a dashboard
you can drill down one further level
to see the detailed information that
is driving this information.
From this information you can be
made aware of any risks that have
occurred, and exactly where they
are taking place.
Close to the graphs or images that
display your asset information is
the option to drill down into the
raw data and show you the granular
details of your estate – making it
simple to understand your data
evidence.

Designed and built by SAM professionals for SAM professionals

License Dashboard Portal has been created to optimize the value of
data collated and held across the different products within the License
Dashboard Platform. Furthermore, License Dashboard Portal makes your
data accessible and meaningful to any business unit/department involved
in the SAM process.
With this in mind, License Dashboard Portal introduces personas to suit
the needs of different stakeholders; Finance, IT, SAM, Organizational
Management. Each stakeholder can personalize their dashboard so the
reports they need are at their fingertips. We understand that different
organizations have different responsibilities, License Dashboard Portal
allows you to customize personas making them flexible enough to work
with you.

Business Benefits
•

Real time
information at your
fingertips
• Valuable data to
make informed
decisions
• Exportable reports
to share across your
organization
• Armed with
information
anywhere, anytime
For
more any
information
• Across
device
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FIND OUT MORE

For further information, please
contact the License Dashboard Team:

+44 1904 562 217 (UK/Int)
1-855-773-3404 (US & Canada)
1800 502 881 (AUS & NZ)
info@licensedashboard.com
www.licensedashboard.com
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